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CHAFTER 1. THE PROGRAM

The program was designed to assist the young men and

women incarcerated at Rikers Island in,maintaining and/or

Improving their basic reading and mathematics skills. In

addition, guidance support services for these students were

extended for the six week summer program so that positive

attitudes toward academic achievement could be reinforced.

The program was totally funded by Title I funds; all equip-

Anent and instructional materials, however, were suppli9d from

an inventory-of supplies funded by tax levy monies. Speci-

fically the program objective was as follows: "To help pu-

pils achieve mastery of instructional objectives in reading

and mathematics which they fail prior to nstruction as

measured by the CROFT(Reading) and BASE(Mathematics) 'cri-

terion referenced 4-ests."

The project was proposed to accomodate a population of

200 young men and women, who were either-serving prison

sentences or awaiting trial in the nkers Island prison

complex. Public School 189X, within the Men's House of

Detention, was to accept 120 male inmates. Public School

233X, within the Correctional Institution for Wc'n, was to

serve 80 women through the project. The i, Inged in

age from 16 to 21 years. Participation in th L. program was

voluntary on the part of the students and -a-selection from
_

these was made to attend ihstructional classes during their

summer confinement.

The men selected for the program scored between 2.0

-1-
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and 7.0 cn the Wide.Rangd Achievement Test(WRAT); the

-
women scored between 2.0 and 8.5 on the Adult Basic Learning

Examination(ABLE). The students were also screened by school

and correctional officials for potentially violent behavior.

Each eligible student was to receive 28 days of addi-

tional instructionz .Although the instructional program,

scheduled in each setting varied, the basic plan included

a minimum of one hour of intensive small group and indivi-

dualized instruction in reading and mathematics interspersed

with.activities in arts and/or crafts for a 31/2 hour school

day. The students were grouped in ungraded classes,With- a

favorableteacher-pupil ratio averaging 1:14. ,The guidance

Counselor was on-call for consultation with students and

teachers; teachers also provided students with individual

help especially-in crisis -situatiOns.

The project was operational from 'July 1, 1975 through

August 8, 1975.
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CHAPTER 2. EVALUATIVE PPJ7,CEDURES

The three evaluation objecti-Ves, are listed as follows:

1. "To determine, as a result of participation in the program, if

70 percent of the pupils master at least one instructional

objective which prior to the program they did not master."

2, "To determine, as a result of participation in the pro-
)

gram, the extent to which pupils demonstrate masterylof instruc-

tional objectives."

3. "To determine the extent to which\the program as actually

carried out, coincided with the program a's described in the

Project Proposal."

During the first two days of the program, the. reading

and mathematics skills of all the male parti\cipants at P 189X

were measured with the Wide Range Achievement\Test(WRAT).
%..4?

The Adult Basfc Learning ExaMination (ABLE) ha been adminis-

tered to the majority of female participants t 233X during

April., 1975 and the scores were utilized to deter ine student

need for the program. Participants entering the p

after the first week were administered the WRAT or ..he ABLE-

depending on their site participation.

It should_be noted that the proposal specified a \arget

population of 200, including 120 men and 80 women. Dur

the_six weeks in which the-p1P.ogram was in operation, 245\

students todk part - 151 men and 94-women.

After the WRAT was administered to young men at P 189X\

they were placed in classes with others of relatikrely-compa-\

rable Skill deficiency. Subsequently, the CROFT(Redding) and

BASE(Math) criterion reference tests were administered to de-

6



termine entry level skills for the-participants. As instrur-
,.

tion progressed and students shoWed apparent acquisition of a

skill, intermitterrt mastery tests of the CROFT and BASE were given.

The prografi at P 233X varied slightly from the above.

The participants were able to select among various learning

disciplines in which reading and math instruction were pro-

vided, i.e., Cooking,Music, Art, Business or Survival Skills.

Hence,,the Composition of classes at P 233X was mfore hetero-
,,:

geneous as to instructional need and skill deficiency. The

CROFT and BASE criterion reference tests were administered

to determine entry level skills of the women. Reading and

mathematics instruction progressed in the various classes

and during the last week of the program, mastery tests of the

CROFT and BASE were given to measure the particular skills

or objectives which the students had or had not mastered.

Teachers at 3)oth sites recorded both passing(mastery) and

failing(entry) on pretests as well as passing(mastery) and

-failure(non-mastery) On. post-tests. Thus 245stuL..nts were

entered into the program through pre-testing with the CROFT

and BASE criterion'reference tests. The results of pre- and

.t-tests were used to evaluate the first an,. second eValua-

tion objectives through descrip:ive statistics and analysis.

The evaluation of the third objective was acoomplished

, through four half-day field visits. All but two of the 18

teachers were observed during instruction. The teachers-in-

charge, the cO14,nselor and the two unobserved teachers were

interviewed. Field visits were intcrmittent throughout*the

program.
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CHAPTER 3. FINDINGS

The first evaluation objective stated:. "To deter-

mine if, as a result Of participation in the program, 70 .

percent of-the pupils master, at least one instructional

objectiv2 which prior to the program they did not master."

Analysis Of the data concerning the number of instructional.
1

objectives m.stered after' 'instruction reveals that 200

Students of 245 or 81.6 percent,.mastered at leastone in-

structional objective in-which they had previoUsly shown

dePiciency.

TABLE_ 1

Objectives Mastered by Students after Instruction

Objectives Mastered
T

,Number of Students Percent of Students

One or More 200 81.6
None' -e, 18.4 Q

Total 245
0

0 100.0

The data, as summarized in Table 1, revealed that, of

the 45 students not mastering at least one objective after
0

instruction, (1) 18 did not take any pOst7-test; (2) 13

were not entered fOr any instructionaf .objective having
f

mastered all skills measured in the pre-ttest, and, (3) 14

failed in attempts to demonstrate-any mastery of objectives.

Of the 245 students, 214 were fully enteredinto il'astruction

through pre-testing and_214 were measured for,instructional

mastery of entry leVel skills via post-testing.

The second 'evaluation objective stated: "To deteil

mine as a result of participation in the program, the



extent to which-pupils demonstrate (! mastery, of instructional

objectives." Table 2 indicates the extent of noh-post-

testing with the participants. Of the 245 students, 5b or

nearly 23 percent, did not take a post-test for some instruc-.

tional objective for which they had been entered. The ma-

jority of these students left only one_or two objectives

nmastered: 47 of the 56 hdd 6-amonstrated mastery of'at

least one instructicnal' obective -after instruction,.

TABLE 2

Pupil Non-Mastery of Pre-Te'st and No Post-Test

Number of Objectives Number of Pupils Percent of 245 Pupils
_

9 - 10 1 '0.41
- 7 - 8 3 1.22.
-5. - 6 0.82
3 - 4 10 ,4.08
1 - 2 40 16.33

Total 56 22.86

Reasons for students not being post-tested for. certain

objectives are some of the following:

1. Early discharge frOm the correctional institution and

from the program.

2. Court appearance or consultation with lawyer.

3. Absence due to other correctional activities or in-
/

stitutional discipline.
17.

4. Post-test not given to a particular student because

of time constraints, or the majority of a c?.ass had

mastered the objective CA the pre-test.

5. Refusal by student.
9

(2.



The data reinforces the contention of many teachers

that the six-week program was somewhat short for the mastery

teaching-learning model, especially since the skills of many

studentswere not known to the teachers.. Hence, much instruc- ,

tional time had to be.spent pre-tetting or diagnosing stu-

'dent deficiencies.: MIR Table 30 (Appendix) indicates that

1307 objectives. (about S.3 objectives per stUdent) were mas-

tered by the participants,prior-to instructic3n. Table 3
0

reveals that nearly 46 percent of the students mastered more

tflian 50 percent of the instructional objectives they attempted

on the pre-test.

TABtE 3

Pupil Mastery of Cbjectives Prior to Instruction

Percent of Mastery Number of Pupils Percent of Pupirs

76 - 100%
51 - 75%
26 - 50%
0 - 25%

45 18.37
67 27.34
51 20.62
62 33.47

Total 245 100.00

Other staff members in the program accepted these same

results, i.e., the high high degree of mastery of objectives

prior to instruction, as a bonus for the students; passing

the.pre-tests demonstrated to students that they had, in-

deed, mastered and possessed sOme very important,mathematics

and reading skills.

10
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TABLE 4

Pupil.Mastery by Objective as a Resuit of Instruction

InStructional
Objective

.,,,..
Ratio of Number. of Pupils Achieving
Mastery-to Number Attempting Mastery

Percentage
of Mastery

1101
1102
1103
1104

52/60
80/93
42/'72
20/29

86.7
89.1 -

58.4'

'1105 4/4 100.0
y106 19/26 73:1
1107, 42/55 76.4
1108 34/47 72.4

1109 31/47 66.0
1110 31/59 53.4
1111 3/3 100.0
1201 1/1 100.0

1202 3/10 ,30.0
1205 10/22 45.5
1208 3/3
1302 14/26 53.8

1305 -2/3
. .......

66.7
1306 2/4'," 66.7
1307 0/1 0.0
1601 1/1 100.0.. ...
1602 3/6 50.0
1606 5/13 38.5
1901 5/8- 62.5
1902 4/20 20.0

2101 .7 17/17 100.0
2102 13/13 100.0
2103 4/4- ,100.0
2104 27/27 100.0

2105 14/16 87.5
2106 11/11 100.0
2107 5/6 83."\

2201.
. .

4/4 100.0

2203 2/2 100.0
2401 22/31 71.0
2402 33/54 61.1
2403 21/25

. .
84.0

2404 73/115 63.5
2406 66/104 63.5
2408 12/16 75.0
2409 19)24

0 .0
79.2

2413 4/4 100.0

1 1
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Table 4 indicates that 41 instructignal objectives Were

entered and attempted by the target population and the areas

in which the teachers, focused their mathematics and'reading

instruction. The bulk. of math instruction was apparentlY
. _

placjd on the mastery of objectivds 1101 tó.1103 an& 1106

to 1110itheSe objectives include the math concepts of Equi-

valence, 'Male Numbers, FractionS, the Real Numbers and-the

Operatfons of additiori, subtraction, vltiplication ancrdi-

visiOn. -Reading instruction wa.s focused toward overcoming

deficie 4.es with objectives 2402 to 2406. These objectives

included ComprehensiOn Skills suthAs.Classifying Inferences,

Facts snd Details, Following Directions and Main Ideas. Ge-
.

nerally if more than 40 students attempted an objective,

the majority of instructors directed their shldents toward

mastery of. that objectie.

TABLE 5 :

Number of Objectives Mastered by Pupil's after Instruction

Number of Instructional
Objectives Mastered

Number of
Pupili

Percentage
of Pupils

None 45 18.37

1 - 2 69 28.16

3 - 4 6Q 24.49

5 - 6 48' J9.59
7 -';8' 17 6.94

9 -10 2 0.82

1,1-12 3 1.22

13,14 0.41

Totai 245 100.00

,Tab1e'5 indicates the number of dfldtructional objectives

from none to 13, mastered after instruc'tiOn.by the target

students.. Of the 200 students(81.6 pexcent) mastering at

least one objective after instruction; 89 or.,28 percent

12.
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mastered 1 Or 2 objectives; 60. or 24.5 percent mastered 3

or 4 objectives; and 48 or pe

jectives. The mean number of ob

struction by the 245 participants

(3.02) objectives per student.

5 or 6 ot-

ed after in-

oximately three

,TABLE 6

Percentage Levels of Master\Achieved by Pupils

Objectives achieved
Percent

Number of
\ Pupils

Percentage
of Pupilsof Objectives attempted

90 -100% 101 41.22
80 - 89% 27 11.02
70 - 79% 14 5.71
60 - 69% 25 10.21
50 - 59% 12 4.90
40 - 49% 2 0.82
30 - 39% 9 3.67
20 - 29% 6 2.45
10 - 19% 4 1.63
0 - 9% 45 18.37

Total 245 100..00
MIIIIMIN/V

Table 6 attempts to demonstrate the distribution of

percentage of pupil mastery. It is to be noted that 179 of

200 students,mastering At least one objectie, mastered at

least 50 percent or more of the objectives attempted. It

may be inferred tnat if the students have 4 learning skill

designated and specified, they will more readily attempt t

master that skill - and receive more_satisfaction in doing so.

The third-evaluation objective stated: "Tr determine

the Vtent to which the program, as actually carried out,

coincided with the program as described in the Project Pro-

posal." The prOgram implementation did parallel the Pro-

gram'Proposal inglerms of (1) dates of operation, (2) the

objectives, (3) the activities, and (-4) the instrumentation.

13



The minor deviation from.the proposal was in terms of the

target population. Although the proposal specified a target

group of 2009 245 student's were admitted to instruction.

It was impossible to accurately predict: thc.: popu-

latiOn within a detention setting; it seems _,Altrary tO

the program objective to limit the number of students since

doing so might withhold instruction to those needing it most.

All volunteers fitting the guidelines were accepted as tar-

get students.

The staff lacked a teacher qualified to utilize drama-

tics in teaching, as called for by the proposal. Late fun-

ding prevented the imployment of such a teacher at P 189X.

Hence all eleven teachers conducted classes in reading,

writing activities and mathematics classes. At P 233X, of

the seven teachers involved in instructional program, five

conducted classes; two teachers were utilized to provide

individualized instructional attention and crisis interven-

tion with the women..

The facilities were generally adequate. However, the

pre- and post-testing materials were entirely inadequate

causing unneeded loss of teacher time in making- up for the

lack. Finally, the proposal made no provision for teacher

training; the program based on a mastery teaching-learning

model necessitated much new and additional preparation by

teachers. Materials keyed to the instructional objectives

were unavailable. At the P 189X site, teachers cooperated

effectively in staff preparation for the program. Teachers

14
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at P 233X workcd more independently in preparing interesting

lessons and materials. A major criticism of the program

involved the simplistic and elementary content of the CROFT

which caused students undue dictraction and wore aWay thetr

motivation and patience -4' 'ng. A number of the fema1 -..1

students refused or need, ncouragement in taking the

reading pre- and post-tests. The teachers of both sites

worked well at servicing the needs of their respective tar-

get populations.

RecoPmendations of the Summer, 1974 evaluation study ,

for the Rikers Island project were the following:

1. "This program should be recycled dUe to its success."

This recommendation was accomplished.

2. "...The development,of a scale or the employment of some

existing instrument to reasure attitudinal change." Positive

attitudinal chonge7 though desirable, was not a direct ob-

jective of this project; hence, mec.surement was not included.

3. "An increase in the number of c:ounselors and an evalua-

tion of their impact should be considered." The counseling

program was not expanded due to budget restrictions.

4. "Vocational shops, such as building maintenance, should

be operated." Vocational employment is available to both

male and female inmates on an availability basis; these

jobs were not, however, tied-in to the ongoing summer program.

5. "Suggestions to one beginning a program center around

planning prior to the start of the program." Prior planning

was apparent; however, teachers again requested that they

have major input in the design of a program,

15



CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The first evaluation objective, concerning the mastery

of at least one instructional objective after instruction

by 70 percer,:: of the pupils, was accomplished. Of 'the 245 .

target pupils, 200 or 81.,6 percent'mastered at least one

instructional ,hich'they had pre- usly s:,own

deficiency. The second evaluation objective determined the

extent to which pupils demonstrated mastery of iRstructional

objectives. Students mastered anywhere fron one to 13 ob-

jectives in the six week program; the average number pf

objectives mastered was approximately three per students

Although 41 different instructional objectives were at-

tempted, students, and pi'esumably teachers, foc k. d on eight

mathematics ob.; ives and r.-eading objecti- Finealv

56 students or 9 percent shc,ed deficiency or or more

objectives f, Lch no post-test was given. Of -:.. 56,

47 had demonstrited mastery of one or more other ..3jectives

but had neglected to take one or more mastery tests. Of the

200 students mastering one or more objectives, 179 succeded

with 50 percent or more of the objectives they attempted.

Lastly, the prcgram implemntation paralle1,.1 the Pro-

gram Propcs -Lnce the evaluation objectives re achieved,

to more than a Asfactory degree,'it is st'rongly recommen-

ded that the p 'ram be recycled

Recommendat_ons in'redesigning the project are as fol-

lows: 1. A guidance counselor is needed for each site;

the guidance person sliould be one familiar with the popu-

lation to be serviced. . 16
-13-
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2. If criterion reference tests are to be utilized, the

content of these tes'zs should be appropriate for the target

students to be serviced.

3. A more varied program is necessary at P'189X including

such activities aS physical education, industrial arts, arts

nd crafts and the use of the library.

4. More direct input of Ae teaching staff is necessary'in

planning and organizing the project from its inception.

J

, 17



Summer Program on Rikers Island

Function No. 09-61604

30, Criterion Referenced Test Results: In the table below, enter the requested iaformation about criterion re-

ferenced test results used to evaluate the effectiveness of short treatments (less than 60 hours) in reading

or mathematics. Use the instructional objective codes provided on pp.2-4 of the instruction manual. Provide

only those instructional objective codes,which were addressed by the treatment and provide separate data for

each test used and each level tested, Use additional sheets if necessary. Record in columns 2, 3 .1nd 4 only

those participants who comple:ed hod- tests,

Code Instructional

Objective

Publisher Level

Component

Code

1/

Subgroup

2/

Pretest Posttest

jc_LL.ofpuils No. of

Pupils

from

Col. 2

Passin.

NO, of

Pupils

from

col. 2

ALI

Passing Failing

1101

Pre-operation

Concepts BASE 1 7 I9. H .0 52 .

1102 Whol Numlzw BASE 1 7 6O9 H U 93 80

, . ; a' .

MIN BASE III 60916 IIII 29 20

Negative .

1105 Numbers BASE 601 H
i

.111111
1106 Real Numbe s BASE . :

'LL107 Adclitiok. BASE' _1 - 6091 H 101 55 '42 10

1108 Suktocti9n BA5E '.1._ 6a916 B 91 47' 3 La

1109 MuUlplication BASE *7 60916 82 47 31

1110 Division BASE 60916 K 65 59 '31 17

Properties o

1111 Operations BASE 111 60916 H 7 3

Number ) ,

1112 S s ms BASE
.

.2

1 I I

1111.1 1111111111

,- ,

1/ Indicate the component code used in previoUs sectionSOfthis

T/ Provide data for the following groups separately': Neglected

code as B) and Handicapped (code as:14). Place the indicated

subgroup evaluated,

r291

report used'to desctibe treatment and population.

(code as N), Delinquent (code as D), Biliigual

codd letter in the last column to !,,,nify the.

19



Summer Program on Rikers'Island

function No. 09-61604

30, Criterion Referenced Test Results:, In the'cable below, enter the requested informaticm about criterion re-

ferenced Gest -esultsrused to-evaluate the effectiveness
of short treatments (less tkin 60 hours) in reading

or mathematics. Use the instructional objective codes provided on pp,2-4 of the instruction manual. Provide

only those instructional objective codes which were addressed by the treatment and pruvide separate 'data for

each test used and'each leVel tested, Use additional sheets if neceSsary, Record in columns 2, 3 .i.nd 4 only

those participants who completed both tests,

Code

i,

Instructional

cective

Publisher

Pre tes t

Level k,
1/

,,, cup

2/

0 '------

Passing

PM'
..-..

Failing

i
, 0,

Pupils
i - _

from from

Col, 2' Col, 2

Passin: Failing

1261

Rts, Ines

and Rays BASE 60916 H 0 1 0

1202

ara. e . 'er

Pendic. Lines BASE 60916 30 10 1111111

1205 Polygons . BASE 60916 H 2 I

1208 Pol hedra BASE mi ail H :.___.2 "

I

1111111111 1

1 11111B1301

.EngI s

System BASE,

1302 Metric SYstem BASE

_60.916

60916 H 41 26'

roneEary

1305 System BASE E0.216

.1° .

.

.

,

s_KLEali.306-Time.8
Metrlc;GEo0etry --.

1307 & Trisonomet 'BASE a a

lb

ae4 1 ca Ion

,1601 of Sets BASE 60916

60916 i 2.

,bmpty 3ets

1602. and Subsets BASE

1606' SolutiOn Stts sAsg - 7 60916 k 5:' 11

knalysis of '77','

1901 ProbleMs -,-, BASE 7 .o. . :

Solution of

1902 'PrLAsila.,,L,L,2_5.03111_

79

1/ Indicate the component code used fn previous sections ofthis report used to describe treatme'nt and populLion,

2,/ Provide data for the following groUPs separately: Neglected'(code as N), Delinquent' (code as D), Biling I.

code as 13) and Handicapped (code as [I), Place the indicated code letter in the last column to signify th,

subgroup evaluated.. 21:



30. Criterion Referenced Teo

ferenced test result

or mathematies, Use T-1 objettive c

only those instructional )j es which'wer,. Licdressed by tho !..!eatment and provide separate data for

e '

Summerlrogram...' on,Rikers Island

Function No. 09-61604 -

-"'"s: Tn the, table h -e6ter -the requested information about criterion.re-

uate the effecti\ - of sho. ,r-flents (leis than 60 hoUrs) in reading

aided on pp,.-4 of the instrnction manual. Provide,

each test used and each:level te d, Usfl additinal sheets if nec.essary', 'Record in columns 2, 3 lnd.4 only

those participants who completed botf tests.

Code

,

Instructional

Objectilie

Publisher Level

,

Component

. Code

1/

Subgroup

2/

Pretest Posttest

J.22Ifalujils_ Ro. of

Pupils

from

Col, 2

Passing

No, of

Pupils

from

Col. t

Failing

Passing Failing

(1) A

2101

Letter

Recognition CROFT 601 11 17 17 9.

2102

Iiiitiil

ConSonants . CROFT 1 4 60816 H

,

30 13 1 0

2103

Medial

Consonants

. .

CROFT ,

,

60816

.13

2104

inal "onsonant.

and Blerids CROFT 1. 4 0.81 6 H 7 27

2105

Consonant

'Blends CROFT 1 .o: . V
.

2106

Vowels: Single

Letters

.

CROFT 1 4 .60615 17 11 11

.

2107

Vowels: Mort

t'han 1 Letter' CROFT 6016 R 19 6. 5

,

2201

Compound

Words' CROFT

,

60816 H 15

.

,

2203 Endings
'd

CROFT . :.. H .

,

,

,

,
.

.

29

ei

1/ Indicate the component code gsed
iii previous sections ofthi'S report used to

describe treatment and population.

-2"/
Provide:data for .the followihg groups separately:

Neglecte'd.(code as N), Delinqu6nt (code as D), Bilingual .

code as B) and Handicapped (codi as H). Place the indicated code, letter in'the'last column to signify the_

subgrOup evaluated.



Summer Program on Rikers Island

Function No. 09-61604

30. Criterion Referenced Test Results: In the table below, enter the requested information about criterion re.-

ferenced test results used to evaluate the effectiveness of short treatments (less than 60 hours) in'reading

or mathematics. Use the instructional objective codes provided on n:2-4 of the instruction manual. Provide

only those instructional objective codes which were addressed by the treatment and provide separate data for

each test used and each level tested. Use additional sheets if necessary. Record in columns 2, 3 ud 4'only

those participants who completed both tests.

Code Instructional

Objective

Publisher Level

Component

'Code

1:

Subgroup

2/

Pretest Posttest

.72242LtipilL

Passing

No, of

Pupils

,from

Col, 2

Passin

No, of

fupils

from

Col. 2

Failing

,

Failing

(1 2

1111111111M

4

2401

Reality and

Fantas

,

CRCFT

2402 CROFT ,60 16

2403 CROFT .1:

.

6B16

60816

60816

ll'IMIIIMMI
liL_71

H

, H

.

_
0

1.

12.4t_a6

) ..6

2

_.12'

s.

J

L,11.7.._

.4

,

2404

,ac s and ,

Details CROFT 1 - 6

, 2406 Main'Ideas CROFT 6

2408

raw ng,

Conclusions' ,CROFT

CROFT 1-62409
.,...

Sequence

2413 Context CROFT, 60816 H 18 4 _A....._......(L.L.

,

,

,

,

0

,

,

........_

,

,

,------7--

t ...------

, ________--------
_...

__-----
t

.

Indicate the component code used in previous sections of this report used to desCribe treatment and population.
,

2/ Provide data for the following groups separately: Neglected.(code'as N), Delinquent (code 'as D),

code as B) .and HandicaiVed (code as H). Place the,indicated code letter in thejast column to signilythe

24
subgroup evaluated.

u
25



leasures of k.i'rowth otlier than

\ Summer Trogr.am ....on.Rikers tsland
Function No. 0.9-61604.,

lesls

31. .This.question is designed to dscrilie the attainMent of approved objectives
not normally associated with measuremi,nt 'by norm .refe'renced s..tandardi2.kld
aChieveMent tests[ Such objectiyes usually.deal-with behavibr that is
indirectly observeC esiyeCiall'y in the affective domain. Piot- ex,ample, a

reduction in truancy:, a Tositive change in attlaide toward learning, a.
reduction in disruptive ehavior, an improved attitude toward self (as
indicated by repeated interviews), etc., are frequently held to be prerequisite'
to the shift toward increased academic achievement by .disadvantaged learners.
Where 'your approved-measurement devices do not lenu :herimelveS to reporting .on
tables 26,,27, 28, J.)r 29 ; use any combination of items and report on peparale,,'
pages. Attach additional pages, if necess'ary.

.0 Comr.onent- Code,

6

Bvief Descriptior

Activity Code Objective Code

2 0

Results of pre_ndposttesting on a,

criterion reference- est, .CRCFT' was used to assess whether 70.

30

-

-perCent of pUpils mastered atleast one objective after instruction.

"Number of cases observed: Number of'cases n treatment:

Pretreatment index of behavior (SAcify.scale used): Early diagnosis was
t

carried gut at p 189X with_ th W1ç Range..4+chievement Test(WRAT)

and at F 233X with the Achalt Basit Learning Eymination(ABLE).

Criterion 'of succeSs: PaisingCROFT. mastery test after-instruction
one

on atfleast-0. deficient skill at objective.

Was objective ftelly met? Yes

know? '-See Page 4 of Findings-w--

No If yes,'by what criteria do yOu

Comments: The evaluation design 'mandated 'pre- arid post-testing, by

the CROFT.Criterion referenced test. The analysis of the

26. ,



/

, Summer,PrOgram ... on Rikers I.7.1and
l'..

,

Measures'', 11" growth other tnan Standardized Tests

)

Function No. 09-61604

31, This question _s designed to describe thc-attainmcnc- of approvud.ohj,:,tives
not normally associated with measurement by norm refere.ced standardized
achievement tests. Such objectives usually deal with behavior that is
indirectly observed, especially in the affective domain. For 'example, a
reduction in truancy,, a positive change in attitude toward learning, a

reduction in disruptive behavior, an improved attitude toward self (as
indicated by repeated interviews), etc., are frequntly held to be prerequi,site
to the shift. toward increased academic achievement by di.sadvantaged learners.
Where your approved measurement ,devices do not lendtheMselves to reporting on
tables 26, 27, 28, or 29, use any combination of items and report on_separate
pages. Attath addltional pages if necessary.

Component Coue

9
1 61

Activity Code Objective Code

7 8 01 1 12 0

Brief Description The pre- and post-test results of the BASE
.

_Eriterion reference test was utilized to measure-whether 70
654

percent of the students mastered at least-one objective after

instruction.

Number of cases observed:
1 I 91 5

Pretreatment index of behavior

Number 0.f'i:ases iri\treatirient:

Pr6-program diagnosis
.

-the Wide Range Achievement TESt

1
1 2 I.4I

(Specify scale

was carried out at P. 189X w

(WRAT) and at P,233X with the ADult Basic Learning Examination

(ABLE).

Criterion of success: Passing the BASE mastery test after instruc-

tion on at least one deficient skill or objective'
/

. 04as objective fullj7 met? Yes
. know?See -Page 4 of Findings.

No by what criteria do you

The evaluation desigrt mandated pre- an& post-testingComments:
4

by the BASE(math) criterion .réference test. Theanalysis

of( thP: recult-s ut-ilized descriptive statistics.

S 917

5



PRCGRAr; ABSTRACT

The six-week summer program assisted 245 young people -

151 men at P 189X and 94 women at P 233X - incarcerated at

Rikers Island in meintaining and/or improving their basic read-

ing and math skills. The pedagogical plan included a minimum

of one hour of intensive small group and individLalized instruc-

tion interspersed with activities in arts and/or crafts for a

311 hour.school day. At P 189X, the 4RAT was administered

and men were placed in claSS'es with others of relatively ,om-

parable skill deficiency. At P 233X ,the women selected among

various learning disciplines in which reading and math instruc-

tion were provided. The CRGFT(Reading) and BASE(Math)-criterion

referenced tests were administered both to determine entry

level skills and mastery of skill objectives.

Concerning the first evaluation objective, 200 target

pupils or 81.6 percent mastered at least one instructional ob-

jective after instruction. With respect to the second evalu-

ation objective, the average number of objectives mastered

was approximately three per student. Cf the 200 students

mastering one or more objeCtives, 179 succeeded with 50 per-

cent or more of the objectives they attempted. Of the 45 stu-

dents not mastering at least one objective, only 18 did not

take any post-test, 13 were not entered for any instructional

objective and 14 failed the post-tests.

The program implemento -nr llr' )e Program Pro-

posal. It is strongly r .lhat the program be re-

cycled. The positive results of the prograM can be traced

- mainly to the grouping of target studentsat P 189X accor-

(2
din to Comparable skill deficiencies.S.

\

9Q


